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WEST CENTRAL HAS A
AMAZING PROGRAM
FOR MIXOLOGY

WEST CENTRAL
IT’S APPLE SEASON !

Farm To Table ….
Apples, Off the Tree. More farmers have learned the value of growing old varieties of Heirloom Apples.
These Apples are fresh and for sale right now! The more interesting varieties won’t be around for long. They
provide depths of flavor to sweet and savory dishes alike. Ask for a mix of Apples from See Canyon or
Windrose and learn which ones work for you. Winter Squash. Both Winter and Summer squash share a
growing season, so we’re seeing a lot of winter squash in the market right now. Their range of bright to muted
colors make everyone think of fall. Stock up on a beautiful mix of winter squash now before they’re all gone.
We’ve already begun stocking them here in the warehouse, they last forever. Persimmons! Yep, that’s right.
It’s a slow start but we’re seeing the very first of these fall favorites from Penryn Farms trickle in.
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Cherry Tomatoes. Coastal Organic Farms is done for the season. This
is a pretty good indicator that our local cherry tomato production is
wrapping up. Sweet 100’s and Sungolds remain in good supply.
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Suzies Farmes
Cranberry Shelling Beans

FLAT #6406

McGrath Farms
Lima Beans, Fresh LB

#5824

Windrose Farms
Cayenne Peppers LB

#18798

Weiser Farms
Sweet Pepper Mix LB

#6969

Penryn Farms
Hosui & Shinseki Asian Pears FLAT

#5580

Arnett Farms
Flavor Fall Plums FLAT
Fall Fiesta Pluots FLAT
Autumn Yummy Pluots FLAT

#23392
#22984
#18986
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WC Produce Update…
Avocados - the market is weaker after the Mexican holidays finish up
and workers return to the fields, supplies are good and prices are off.
Asparagus - overall the market is short, especially on jumbo sizes;
supplies are very limited. Prices should be going up going into next week.
Broccoli, cauliflower, iceberg, and leaf lettuces - where is your
pushing the market upwards, too soon to tell if it's for real. It shouldn't
go absolutely crazy.
Melons - California watermelon crop is finishing up, next stop Baja
California. Expect prices to be stronger going into next week. Cantaloupe
and honeydews are also firming up as the California season draws to a
close.
Stone fruit - Yellow Pages yellow nectarines are still good although
nectarines are a little bit snug in supply. Plums and pluots are still good
with late fall varieties like Angelino plums being plentiful. Apricots and
cherries are finished for the season as well as Saturn peaches.
Onions - prices are beginning to spike as we move from the California
fields to the Pacific Northwest. Increased freight charges are impacting
the cost of goods.
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